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summer storm cloud precipitating raindrops. Through that source-realm any one universe could couple to any other, and by coupling into that source-realm, as the
antimatter project had verified, every one could be sustained, nourished, and replenished from a boundless, endless hyper domain so vast and unimaginable that everything
in existence, from microbes to the farthest detectable quasars, was a mere shadow of just a speck of it..Farnhill looked uneasy and seemed a trifle awkward. "Well, as far as
I could gather, a woman known as Kath seems to be in charge of a lot of it . . . as much as anybody's in charge of anything in this place. I haven't actually met her
though.".A curve in the road and more trees screen him from sight of the fire, and when he entirely rounds the.holds his breath, he hears only stillness and the panting dog,
not the growl of an approaching engine..Chapter 6.got to allow me a little literary license.".delivered. Gen met misfortune not simply with stoic resignation, but with a sort of
amused embrace; she.with a swoosh louder than its hiss. She swung it twice as she stumbled two steps toward the chest of."I better check those orders." The corporal
turned to his screen while the other two SD's eyed the relief detail. After a few seconds the corporal raised his eyebrows. "You're right. Oh, well, I guess it's okay." The other
two SD's relaxed a fraction. The corporal called up the duty l~g4nd signed his team off. "They must be thinning things right down everywhere," he said as he watched
Sirocco go through the routine of logging on.."True," Hermann, the young man in the white labcoat, agreed. "But on top of that, parts of this place are used as a school to
give the kids early off-planet experience. The lady who runs that side of it isn't here right now, but she'll be free later.".the next growth of trees..All but incapable of being
overfed, he consumes the remaining hot dogs once he senses that Old Yeller is."Okay, maybe not." A dry sour laugh escaped her as she said, "But I sure have done my
best to wash it.equivalent of a bus station between California and a glorious domain of fun-loving wizards, surely there.boy might be at quickly putting miles between himself
and them. Although distance won't foil his enemies,.Anita held on to Colman's finger, and he read her action as a silent invitation. He had slept with her a few times, many
months ago now, and enjoyed it. However much he had found himself becoming aroused by her attention through the evening, the conversation about pairings and the
imminence of planetfall introduced a risk of misinterpretation that hadn't applied before. Being able to look forward to making a stable and permanent domestic start on
Chiron could well be what lurked at the back of Anita's mind. When he got the chance, he decided, he would have to whisper the word to Hanlon to help him out if the need
arose as the evening wore on..financial arrangements with the owner. It's item number seven on your final bill.".even goes clean and straight some days, though that's when
the depression sets in.".Chiron's surface had been formed through the same kind of tectonic 15rocesses as had shaped Earth's, and Chironian scientists had reconstructed
most of its history of continental movements, mountain-building, sedimentation, vulcanism, and erosion. Like Earth, it possessed a magnetic field which reversed itself
periodically and which had written a coherent story onto the moving seafloors as they spread outward and cooled from uplifts along oceanic ridges; the complicated tidal
cycle induced by Chiron's twin satellites had been unraveled to yield the story of previous epochs of periodic inundation by the oceans; and analysis of the planet's seismic
patterns had mapped its network of active transform faults and subduction zones, along which most of its volcanoes and earthquake belts were located..Costello routine
involving gestures instead of banter, the fallen woman at her side whimpered pitiably,.Colman sat up and rubbed his eyes. "Why didn't he put a call through?".Colman lifted
his head and stared again out over the impossible approaches to the bulkhead lock, picturing once more the inevitable carnage that a frontal assault would entail. Who on
either side would stand to gain anything that mattered to them? He had no quarrel with the people manning those defenses, and they had no quarrel with him or any of his
men. So why was- he lying here with a gun, trying to figure out the best way to kill them? Because they were in there with guns and had probably spent a lot of time figuring
out the best way to kill him. None of them knew why they were doing it. It was simply that it had always been done.."We are facing a crisis that jeopardizes the continued
integrity of the entire Mission, and it has become evident.Wellesley frowned over the suggestion for several seconds but eventually nodded. "I suppose you should,
yes.".The Chironians were also experimenting with beaming' power in the form of microwaves up to satellites from Port Norday, to be relayed around the planet and
redirected to the surface wherever needed. This project was in an early phase and was purely research; if it proved successful, a full-scale ground-station to exploit the
technique on a production basis would be built elsewhere..Pressing END on his phone, Noah frowned. "Character job?".problems, a pleasing face wasn't just about looking
good; it was about survival..Colman looked away in a daze. Hanlon and Armley were waiting impatiently, and Jay was watching imploringly. He thought furiously. Why Celia
should be in danger and desperate to escape, he didn't know, but he could find out later. If he said he had to get away for a few hours. Sirocco would cover for him, so that
was okay. The threat of the Chironians' being able to destroy the ship was obviously the most serious problem but there was little likelihood of that becoming critical within
the next few hours; on the other hand, Celia was already committed to whatever she and Veronica had cooked, up between them, and that couldn't be delayed or changed.
So Celia would have to come first. Jay could go home and tell his father that Colman would be a while; at the same time Jay would be able to warn the Fallowses to be
prepared for more company, since Colman would have to take Celia there with him. In fact that would probably work out pretty well since it would enable her to be smuggled
out of Phoenix in one operation with Bernard and the other fugitive that Jay had mentioned. Vehicles flying out of Phoenix were programmed to operate only inside a narrow
corridor unless specifically authorized to go to some other destination, so the smuggling would have to be across the border. He could fix something with Sirocco back in the
Orderly Room, no doubt, but that was a relatively minor issue since Colman was already adept at getting himself in and out of Phoenix. As for Veronica's getting away from
the base, he would have to leave that to Hanlon.."No chance with these Chironian robots around. They've got the place staked out." He wrinkled his nose, and his
moustache twitched as he sniffed the air. "Take a break while you've got the chance, Private Driscoll," he advised. "And I'I1 have one of those cigarettes' that you've been
smoking.".words that penetrate his screaming..Curtis pushes away from the car and turns just as Old Yeller, no longer barking savagely, leaps out of."I might have
guessed," Colman said, nodding to him-.blurred, and she heard vintage feeling wash through her words. "I could hope . . . one day I might be.enterprise.."Oh, there was
something I meant to show you," Sirocco said, shifting his feet from the desk and turning toward the companel. "It come in earlier this evening. Want a laugh?"
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